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Ambition for
political extremism and intolerance
by a most value-extremist
nation in the world ― satanic-Sweden
https://karolinska.de/Tidoavtalet_ambition-for-satanic-Swedens-extremist-politics.pdf

Tidöavtalet

As a surveyed fact (https://worldvaluessurvey.org), Sweden is one of the most
extremist nations in the world in relation to values. Sweden differs more on
value-based questions in comparison to most other surveyed nations.
(https://worldvaluessurvey.org). Sweden distinguishes
itself by its values of
irreverence to God. Therefore, from a Biblical perspective of how surveyed
participants in Sweden respond to existential and moral questions, the
contemporary “Swedish values” actually align with anti-Christian (or
satanic) values.
https://karolinska.de/worldvaluessurvey.org__Cultural-Map_2022.png

By surveyed observation of Sweden in relation to other nations
(https://worldvaluessurvey.org), respondents in Sweden are extremely approving of
elective abortion, and are extremely valuing an unimportance of God.
https://karolinska.de/attitudes-to-abortion__worldvaluessurvey.org.JPG
(Sources: worldvaluessurvey.org and https://bit.ly/3VwuJG4)

Indisputable medical scientific fact:
Elective abortion is intentional killing of unborn human life.
Sustainable philosophical argument:
The moral status of unborn human life is innocence.
The medical science and philosophical argument in its essence answers the
questions what the human embryo is:
- We know it is life.
- We know genetically what species of life it is. It is human.
- We understand its moral status. It is innocent.
(https://bit.ly/3RAZ83S,

https://bit.ly/3Pt731l,

https://bit.ly/3o6uAJK)

Elective and induced abortion does present a profound moral question for
humanity and for societies: Is it morally right to intentionally kill innocent
human life? Evil savages and uncivilised societies would answer ‘Yes’. The
evil political “neanderthals” of satanic-Sweden’s parliamentary coalitionseeking government, too, have principally declared similar to: “Yes, it is a
good fundamental Swedish value and Swedish culture to kill innocent

people. Anyone who is in Sweden, or seeks to enter Sweden, must agree
that killing of innocent people is good. Whoever values protection and the
dignity of innocent human life, consequently shows disrespect to Swedish
values/culture and will integrate poorly, and subsequently should be
returned or deported.”.
Satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties, again, declare in its ‘Tidöavtalet’
intention to seek to amend its satanic-Swedish Constitution to secure a
fundamental legal right to intentionally kill innocent humans (persons),
through abortion.
Satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties of ‘Tidöavtalet’ implicitly also
declare that the act of killing innocent humans is a “Swedish value”; a value
which must be protected in satanic-Sweden’s fundamental constitutional
law.
Furthermore, satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties of ‘Tidöavtalet’
implicitly also declare that participants in environments that threaten
fundamental “Swedish values” has poor character and should be deported.
A “Swedish value” and aspired Swedish fundamental legal right is to kill
innocent people through abortion. Environments that that can threaten this
“Swedish value” are places of edification and enlightenment.
Additionally, satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties declare that a
forecast for good integration into Swedish society and in relation to
Swedish values is through prioritised selection of refugees that sinfully
practice homosexuality. Satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties require
priority lane for LGBTQ-sinners.
https://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf

----------[Page 61]
Directive other cooperation matters
3. Reforms to be implemented

Rights protection for abortion
The ongoing constitutional inquiry into the independence of the
courts must be pursued based on current directives. A new
constitutional investigation must, among other things, investigate
how the right to abortion can be strengthened. Proposals are
made about how the woman's right to abortion can be protected
in the Instrument of Government.
[Page 29]

The goal is to:
- To introduce a requirement-based integration policy, where those
who have been in Sweden for a long time must take responsibility
for becoming part of the Swedish.

- Create a paradigm shift in the view of receiving asylum, so that
the starting point should be that protection for those fleeing a
conflict or crisis should be offered temporarily and for those fleeing
Sweden's immediate area.
[Page 37]

Anyone who is in Sweden and enjoys Swedish hospitality has an
obligation to show respect in relation to fundamental Swedish
values […] re-introduce the possibility of deporting foreigners of
poor character. Deficiency refers to conditions such as participation
in [...] environments that threaten fundamental Swedish values
[Page 41]

Review of incentive structures for voluntary return migration
An investigation is added into how return migration can be strongly
stimulated and increased by other means in the case of people who
are resident in Sweden and who have connections to another
country and who want to return. This particularly applies to people
who have not been integrated into Swedish society in terms of selfsufficiency, language or other cultural factors.
[Page 36]

Restriction of resettlement to Sweden
- Sweden must, like several other countries, make demands to the
UN agency UNHCR on which basis the quota refugees are to be
selected from. The selection must be based on criteria that provide
a well-founded forecast for good integration into Swedish society
and in relation to Swedish values. Within that framework, priority
must be given to women and girls as well as vulnerable groups such
as LGBTQ people.
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US

Supreme Court (No.19–1392) overturned an errant constitutional right to obtain abortions
(https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf), satanic-Sweden’s satanic political parties now seek to amend its satanic-Swedish Constitution
to secure a fundamental legal right to intentionally kill innocent persons, through abortion. Elective abortion does present a
profound moral question: Is it morally right to intentionally kill innocent human life? (https://bit.ly/3RAZ83S, https://bit.ly/3Pt731l, https://bit.ly/3o6uAJK) SatanicSweden’s political parties continually fail the medical science and philosophical argument, which in its essence answers what
the human embryo is: It is life. It is human. It is innocent.
: https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/07/02/swedish-parties-call-for-change(https://karolinska.de,

of-constitution-to-guarantee-abortion-rights/
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https://www.nenzen.net/KI.pdf)

